Mentor Packet

FAQ’s on the Mentor Program
What does a typical mentoring session look like?
Mentoring sessions can be from 30-60 minutes. You are free to use that time in whatever way you would like
in order to encourage them in their emotional, academic, and spiritual growth.
From our experience, during their session, Mentors typically engage the students in one of three “kinds” of
time together:
“Shoulder to Shoulder time, “Build Me Up” time, and “Work My Brain” time. These are outlined for you in
your mentor packet. You are not required to format your time in this way, or do all three in each session.
However, these three types of engagement are what we encourage of mentors and can be a way to think
about and make good use of time with your Mentee.
When is “the best” time to come?
We do not want students to miss instructional time, so the best times to come are before school (7:15-8:00
am) or during lunch/recess (please ask their teacher for exact break times of your mentee). If you are unable
to come during those times, that is fine! The teachers are flexible and will work with you to find alternate
times to visit.
Where at the school can I meet with my mentee?
You can meet with your mentee at the gazebo (behind the gym), one of the library rooms, an empty
classroom, the hallway, or at an empty table in the gym.
If I meet with my mentee during lunch, can I bring food for him/her?
We do not want students to get in the habit of expecting food from you each time they visit. If it's their
birthday or a special occasion, you can make an exception.
If you visit during lunch, we encourage you to bring your own lunch so you can sit and eat with your mentee!
How do I schedule a visit?
The mentor program coordinator will send out an email to you prior to the start of each month. Reply back to
that email to schedule your visit(s) for the month. The mentor program coordinator will confirm those dates
with your mentee’s teacher and then will respond back to you!
Can we include other students in our mentoring session?
You will certainly get asked if a classmate can join you and your mentee during the mentoring session. We
want your mentoring session to involve you getting to know your mentee, so we want the majority of time to
be one-on-one. We suggest a 10-15 minute max if a mentee wants to have their friend with them. If your
session is while they are in the middle of instructional time, please only take your mentee out of class.
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Can we give gifts (Christmas/Birthday/other holidays)?
You may give them a gift at Christmas and their birthday to make them feel special. You can also give them a
prize if they’ve met a goal that the two of you have set in place. Please buy gifts that will encourage their
academic or spiritual growth (e.g. your favorite childhood book, a kid devotional book, a puzzle). We want our
mentees to not expect a gift each time you visit, so please only save “gift-giving” for special occasions.
Can we go to a mentee’s extracurricular activity (sport / game / dance recital/ etc.)?
Certainly! You may want to double check with their parent to make sure they have given you the correct date,
time, and address. Middle School sports do have a schedule that you can find on the AYA website. Click on the
“Student Life” tab and then click on “Calendar.”
Can we take our mentee off-campus?
All mentoring has to be done at the school. It is a liability issue for AYA to allow students to be taken offcampus, both during school and after school.
Do you encourage or discourage asking about their home lives?
We want you to get to know these students, so please ask them about their home lives. Good questions to
ask: When you get home from school, what does your evening look like? What did you do this past weekend?
Tell me about your siblings. Does your family have dinner together?
We are mandatory reporters – meaning if the child shares about abuse in the home – please share with the
mentor director and/or teacher immediately so we can take the proper steps to report the abuse.
How much tutoring/teaching is good?
Working on homework or reinforcing skills is great! If math is not your forte, we don’t want you feeling
uncomfortable, so work on skills that you would enjoy helping them in. Reading or writing together, no matter
the age, is always a great way to help the student.
Can we communicate with their parents?
Yes! All parents are notified that their child is receiving a mentor. Some parents will request to meet you before
you start mentoring their child. If you would like to communicate with the parent, please request their e-mail
address from the mentoring director.
Can we communicate with their teachers?
Yes! Our goal is for the mentor to be in communication with the teacher to check up on them to see how they
are doing academically and behaviorally in the classroom. Reach out to your mentor program coordinator if
you need the teacher’s email.

School Scripture:
“For I know the plans I have for you, declares the
Lord. Plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans
to give you a hope and a future.”
–Jeremiah 29:11
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Mentoring Session Framework
1. “Shoulder to Shoulder” Time

2. “Build Me Up” Time

Shoulder to Shoulder time is when you and
your mentee work together on something
side by side, but it also allows time to talk
about other things. Its the mentor/mentee
equivalent of riding in a car for a trip with
someone.

As a mentor, we are another example of great
friendship, character, faith, and good social skills
to the students at AYA . We want to use our time
and interactions to continue to support their whole
person development, including talking about
characteristics or life skills that aren’t academic
and their faith.

You can play sports, board games, color, do
arts and crafts, whatever sounds fun and
appropriate for your mentee and use the
time to ask life questions. Its easier to talk
“shoulder to shoulder” sometimes than “face
to face.”

3. “Work My Brain” Time
We are at school after all! Mentors are definitely
good resources as a fun tutor, so we can express
interest in what they are learning, help them read,
study, prep for projects, brainstorm some new
ideas or ways of preparing for their school work.
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Getting Started
• Mission & Vision
• Re-read the mission & vision of AYA on the website
• Our vision statement and goal for mentors : allow your student to be heard and
get 1-1 time and attention. Help them process what they are learning at home
and in school and cope with anything hard. Add new suggestions, ideas,
recommendations, or way of thinking about the things they face.
• Consider your personal goals as a mentor
• Emails:
• The mentor coordinator will introduce you via e-mail to your mentee’s teacher
and will provide a class roster
• Connect with your mentor buddy to hear about their experience
• Review & Plan
• Review Mentor Packet - circle or note ideas that may be age appropriate
• Find the AYA school year calendar (/student-life/calendar) and put major dates
on your calendar so you know what they are thinking about and when they are
not in school. The mentor coordinator will also remind you of key dates each
month.
• Plan your first visit
• Print the Mentor / Mentee Interview sheet
• Print from this packet’s appendix, or download from the Mentor Website any
other resources you want to use from the Mentor Portal (goal setting
worksheets, etc)
• If you plan to come in the morning - see the morning pledge/verses in the
appendix
• When I get to AYA, where do I go to visit my mentee?
• Please sign in at the front office (Building C- the building closest to the main
road) prior to meeting with your mentee. The administrative assistant will direct
you to your mentee. If you are visiting after school, please sign-in at the gym
where our after-school program takes place.
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AYA Mentor/Mentee Interview
Name of Mentor_____________________________________________
Name of Mentee/Grade_______________________________________
1. When is your birthday? _________________________________________
2. Who do you live with? _________________________________________
3. How many brothers and sisters do you have? _______What are their names?
__________________________________________________________________
4. What is your favorite food? ___________________________________________
5. What is your favorite Candy?__________________________________________
6. What are your hobbies/interests?______________________________________
7. What is your favorite TV show? _______________________________________
8. What is your favorite book?___________________________________________
9. What is your favorite song/musician?___________________________________
10.What is your favorite movie? _________________________________________
11.What is/was your favorite subject in School?_____________________________
12.What is an interesting fact about you?__________________________________
13.Have you lived anywhere besides Atlanta?________________________________
14.What is one thing about yourself that you’re proud of?
_________________________________________________________________
15.If you could talk to anyone in the world, who would it be and why?
___________________________________________________________________
16.What is your favorite Bible verse?___________________________________
17.Where is one place you want to visit?__________________________________
18.Where is your favorite place you have visited?___________________________
19.List three words to describe yourself. _____________________________
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“Shoulder to Shoulder” Time Resources
Mentor Box (located in the gym):
Board games, arts and craft
supplies, card games, books,
jenga with questions, etc.
Gym Office:
More board games, sports
equipment, jump ropes, frisbees,
etc.
Mentoring Program Activity List:
See appendix for a list of ideas

While you work “Shoulder to
Shoulder”, ask some life
questions:
• How’s school going?
• Favorite subject? Least favorite
subject?
• Do you have any projects coming up?
• Anything you need help with?
• What’s the best thing that happened to
you this week/month? Worst thing?
• What blessings are you grateful for?
• Who should we pray for this week
(encourages thinking of others & you
learn about people in their lives)?

BYO Activity Ideas:
Fly kites, golf clubs, etc.
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“Build Me Up” Time Ideas
September
Goal Setting
Big Picture Thoughts/Questions:
• Why are having goals important in life?
• What do you want to accomplish this semester, this school year, etc.?
• Big goals can be daunting, so break down your goals into smaller sub-goals that
are more easily achievable. Discuss what “Micro-goals” could be
• Determine ways ahead of time to celebrate accomplishing our goals and to
examine our missteps when we do not achieve a goal we had set for ourselves
• What you do every day matters more than what you do every once in a while.
• Discuss the compound effect- What does $5 per day or per week add up to in
a year? What does 10 minutes of exercise every day add up to in a month?
Where are other places you could take advantage of the compound effect?

• Activity or Game Ideas:
• See the appendix for a few goal setting worksheets you can use as a
guideline to talk about goals with your mentee
• Create a vision board (physical or using something like pinterest) to collect
images of goals and dreams
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Build Me Up Time : Monthly Themes
October
Social Skills
Big Picture Thoughts/Questions:
• What makes a good first impression?
• Why does it matter that we shake hands or look people in the eye?
• Why do we care how we come across to others?
• How do social skills show we respect ourselves and others?
Activity or Game Ideas:
• To discuss good eye contact
• Have a whole conversation where you don’t look at your mentee- then ask
how it made them feel
• Have a staring contest
• Remembering names
• Write, from memory, all the students in your class - then put them in
alphabetical order
• Bring a family photo or a book with many faces in it, and practice
remembering names. Discuss techniques for remembering people’s names
• Tone of voice
• Say “I never said he stole the money” seven different times - each time,
emphasize a different word in the sentence. Discuss how that changes the
message of the sentence.
• Personal space
• Using a Hula Hoop, Chalk, or maybe the basketball court, discuss what their
Personal Space Bubble is
• Create a Personal Space Target and discuss who they are comfortable having
in the smaller rings (see appendix)
• Posture
• Challenge them to walk a certain distance while balancing a book on their
head
• Learn about yoga and do some basic yoga poses
• Body language
• Handshake : make up a secret handshake and also practice a good
handshake
• Watch a youtube video on silent and discuss people’s body languages “Caption this” style
• You can also discuss how someone’s outfit choice impacts your impression
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Build Me Up Time : Monthly Themes
November
Thankfulness

Big Picture Thoughts / Questions :
• It is important to reflect on the blessings that God has provided to each of us.
• Research consistently shows that gratitude is associated with greater happiness.
• Why do we find it hard sometimes to have a heart of gratitude?
Activity or Game Ideas:
• Compose a rap or song listing things you’re
thankful for
• Visit at the beginning and end of the month
and use a “one line a day” type journal or
note pad to remember what you’re grateful
for - share some of your entries with each
other
• Thankfulness Show & Tell - have them find
10 things at AYA they are thankful for and
tell you why
• List one thing you’re grateful for - one for
each letter in the alphabet (see appendix)
• Play the gratitude game with pick up sticks,
M&Ms, or crayons (see appendix)
• Write a short thankfulness prayer for you
each to say this month
• Talk about self-gratitude , what are you
thankful for about yourself (character,
healthy, hard working, etc)
• Gratitude surprise sticky notes - have them
write something they’re grateful for about
others and stick them around school for the
recipients
• Choose someone you are thankful for - a
hero, a family member, a teacher - and write
that person a letter
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Build Me Up Time : Monthly Themes
December
Kindness

50 Ideas to Show Kindness
1. Hold the door open for someone.
2. Do a chore for someone without them
knowing.
3. Tell a joke.
4. Return someone’s cart at the store.
5. Leave happy notes around town.
6. Put a small bin in your car to collect
recycling.
7. Pick up litter.
8. Let someone go ahead of you in line.
9. Compliment a friend.
10.Write a thank you note for your mail
carrier.
11.Plant something.
12.Bake dessert for a neighbor
13.Check in on an elderly neighbor.
14.Bury treasure at the playground.
15.Set the table for dinner.
16.Tell someone why they are special to
you.
17.Donate outgrown clothes.
18.Talk to someone new at school.
19.Write chalk messages on the sidewalk.
20.Weed or shovel for a neighbor.
21.Bring flowers to your teacher.
22.Call a friend you haven’t seen in a while
to say hello.
23.Read a book to someone.
24.Donate a book to a doctor’s office waiting
room.
25.Tell someone how much you love them.
26.Say hello to everyone you see.

27.Make someone else’s bed.
28.Hold the door open for someone.
29.Invite someone to play on the
playground.
30.Tell the principal how great your teacher
is.
31.Turn off the water while brushing your
teeth.
32.Say thank you when you see service
members.
33.Help make dinner.
34.Make a get well card for someone.
35.Bring your neighbors’ garbage cans up
for them.
36.Take care of someone’s pet while they’re
away.
37.Share a special toy with a friend.
38.Clean up your room without being asked.
39.Teach someone something new.
40.Reuse paper when you are drawing.
41.Give someone a hug coupon.
42.Write a poem for a friend.
43.Help someone unload groceries at the
store.
44.Make a homemade gift for someone.
45.Clean up your toys without being asked.
46.Give high fives to a friend.
47.Make a thank you card for your librarian.
48.Dry the slides at the park with a towel
after it rains.
49.Send a postcard to a friend.
50.Smile at everybody. It’s contagious.
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Build Me Up Time : Monthly Themes
January
Exploration of and/or Respecting other Cultures
why: International Week
Do you speak another language?
Download Duolingo (Free) and play it to learn new languages
Plan an imaginary trip together to another country. Have them choose a random country by pointing to a
map/globe. Use this opportunity to investigate important places in that country online. (i.e. Notre Dame if
you’re going to France, Mahcu Pichu for Peru, Serengeti for Tanzania, etc)
Color a map of the United States with places the student has been and talk about the states they haven’t
visited and what is there. Look up popular site seeing locations in some of the states, top industries,
population, and compare that to Atlanta/Georgia. (map in appendix)
Do some research on Hawaii together. Hawaiians are Americans and also have so many unique cultures.
GoHawaii.com and The Polynesian Cultural Center have some good resources to help you expore.
Discuss how culture can also be specific to your family or home. Talk about how their family culture is similar
or different from friends, cousins, yours, etc. How does that translate to homes that are not next door or in
the same city (hint: same respect applies!) Identify what are the main markers of culture: communication,
traditions, holidays, and the rhythms of everyday life.
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Build Me Up Time : Monthly Themes
February
Character & Integrity
why: Black History Month and integrity displayed by MLK
Have an education conversation about integrity and character:
Each of you develop a definition of integrity and character and discuss.
Discuss why it is important to have integrity through out life.
If you don’t have integrity, what are the consequences?
If you do have integrity, what are the rewards?
Who in your life has great integrity and how can you be more like them?
Ask your mentee what they have learned about Martin Luther King so far.
Discuss how Dr. King strove for social justice by maintaining his values
despite meeting so much resistance.
“Like an Orange” : discuss how an Orange has high integrity- It is the same
color on the inside, outside, and “under pressure” (juice). The outside smells
the same as the inside, which is the same as how the juice tastes. Talk about
character or integrity “Like an Orange” and bring an Orange or Orange Juice
to share.
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Build Me Up Time : Monthly Themes
March
Networking
why: Career Week
Talk to you mentee about your career and all the people that helped you get to
where you are (mentors, family, friends, teachers, former coworkers, etc.). Ask you
mentee about all the people that have helped them in their academic career. Make a
list of these people and send thank you notes to them.
Have your mentee ask you questions about your job in a mock informational
interview. Debrief with them to see what they learned and if they’re interested in your
career. Make sure to emphasize the concept of learning from people by asking good
questions
List all the people in their class or that they are friends with and facts about them,
then create a networking map, linking people with similar interests, numbers of siblings,
academic strengths, etc. This will help them start thinking about how to meet new
people with similar interests or people the could introduce who would enjoy meeting
each other.
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Build Me Up Time : Monthly Themes
April
Grit, Hard Work, and Practice
why: Iowa Assessment is administered at the end of this month
Get a list of athletes or famous people that showed Grit (and/or overcoming failure)
and highlight them. Read about them and how they turned their failures into success
through perseverance
•Michael Jordan
•Nelson Mandela
•Harriet Tubman
•Serena Williams
•Choose someone else that might inspire your kid based on their interests
Pick out a skill the student wants to improve upon – their multiplication tables, their
addition, their reading, writing cursive, spelling, dribbling, layups, etc. Create a
practice plan (15 minutes a day, 60 minutes a week, etc.) for the next month. Check
in with them next month to see if they followed the practice plan and if so how much
they improved
•Bonus points – you pick something you want to improve upon too and make
a practice plan. Follow through next month and tell your mentee how you did
For younger kids – read a kids book that shows perseverance, like The Little Engine
That Could and discuss - or ask their teacher for a grade appropriate
recommendation

Using only your air and without touching the balloon with any part of your body, move
as many balloons as you can from one end of the gym to the other. You’ll receive
one point for every time you successfully make it across.
Define “Grit” together. Watch Angela Duckworth’s TED Talk to get your own definition
ready. She defines grit as Passion + Perseverance.
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Build Me Up Time : Monthly Themes
May
Being a Good Friend
Have a discussion with your mentee about their friends
Who are your best friends?
Why are they your friends?
What qualities or characteristics do they have that makes them your friend?
Why do you think they consider you a good friend?
How can you be a better friend?
Both of you complete one, or both, of the “Being a Good Friend” worksheets in
appendix and discuss with your mentee.
Spend some time talking with you mentee about the power of being nice to
people. Go through your mentee’s whole class roster and assign nice
superlatives (Smartest Student, Best Smile, Funniest, etc) or compliment for
each member of the class.
Discuss words of affirmation and positivity versus more negative “nicknames”
or name calling and how that makes others, or yourself, feel. Ex: “You’re bad
at that” or “Silly Goose” or “That was stupid” vs. more affirming words to others
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“Work My Brain” Time Ideas
Check in with your mentee’s teacher to see what areas they need
help with, what tests or projects are coming up, or if there are topics
that might be helpful to emphasize outside of the classroom.

Based on the teacher’s feedback, you can:
• Assist with homework
• Study ahead for tests
• Practice vocabulary or spelling
• Read a book
• Proofread an essay
• Encourage working ahead on larger project by brainstorming ideas,
researching, or practicing presentations
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Friendly Faces at AYA
Katie Koerten - Mentor Coordinator
You know her via email from coordinating your
mentorship start date and receiving this packet
She teaches Jr. High and you can expect to find her
at school by about 7:15 am and normally she leaves
at 4:00 pm
Shelby Huntley - Administrative Assistant
When you sign-in at the front office, you will see
Mrs. Huntley’s smiling face. She will give you a
mentor badge and will direct you where to find your
Mentee.
Kris Jones - P.E. Teacher & After-School Director
If you visit your mentee after 3 pm, you will check in
with him! He can unlock the door to his office in the
gym if you need access to activities.

Peter Rooney - President
Mr. Rooney can be found out and about at any time
of day. Make sure you introduce yourself and let
him know who your mentee is!
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Friendly Faces at AYA
Erin (Blair) Conrad - Director of Development
Erin’s office is in the Gym/Multi purpose space
so you may see her when you’re spending time
with your mentee.

Elizabeth Smith - Development Manager
Elizabeth shares an office with Erin so you’ll see
her around!

Alisha Torres - Dean of Students
Dean Torres’ is beginning her first year at AYA,
make sure to introduce yourself to her!

Reggie Short - Custodian
Mr. Reggie can unlock the door to the gym
teacher’s office if you need access to activities

Bryan Fox - Custodian
Mr. Fox can unlock the door to the gym
teacher’s office if you need access to activities.
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APPENDIX- Morning Pledges
BIBLE PLEDGE
I pledge allegiance to the Bible, God's Holy Word. I will allow it
to be a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my pathway, and I
will hide its words in my heart that I might not sin against God.
CHRISTIAN FLAG PLEDGE
I pledge allegiance to the Christian Flag and to the Savior for
whose kingdom it stands: one Lord, crucified, risen, and coming
again, with life and liberty to all who believe.
AMERICAN FLAG PLEDGE
I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America,
and to the republic for which it stands, one nation under God,
indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
AYA SCRIPTURE
Jeremiah 29:11
“For I know the plans I have for you, declares the LORD, plans
to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and
a future.”
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APPENDIX- Shoulder to Shoulder Time
Mentoring Program: Activity List

• Read a Book
• Play a Game
• Sit out at the Gazebo
• Throw a football or baseball on the field
• Kick a soccer ball on the field
• Draw and/or color
• Create a “bucket list” of things you want to accomplish
before you die
• Make cards for each other (Christmas, Valentine’s, Birthday)
• Make Bracelets
• Do Homework
• Bring in photos of your family and share with each other
• Create a goal collage or vision board (pinterest)
• Tell or write a story
• Do an acrostic of your name
• Bring in a few meaningful items and share why they are
important to you
• Write a letter to your hero
• Do a devotional together (see next page of appendix)
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APPENDIX- Shoulder to Shoulder Time
Mentoring Program: Devotional Resources
available on amazon
3 Minute Devotionals for Girls / Teen Girls

3 Minute Devotionals for Boys / Guys

This is a good way to spend approximately15 minutes of your time with your mentee.
Read 1-2 devotionals from the book, which usually take longer than 3 minutes each.
Your mentee can read the devotional out loud, write down the prayer and verses included
with each devotion, and then you can pray with/for each other
Historically, it has worked well for mentors to buy one for the mentee to keep and
downloaded the kindle version to have on the mentor’s phone (or ipad, etc) or another
paperback version.
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APPENDIX- September
GOAL SURVEY
What type of goals should you set? Choosing the right goals requires truly understanding
yourself and your needs. Complete the survey below to determine what type of goals you
might wish to set for yourself.
Once you complete the survey below, develop 3 goals based on where you see the needs, and
state the specific actions that will help you realize your goals.
1. ____________Am I happy with the friends I have?
2. ____________Do I have enough friends?
3. ____________Do my friends enjoy my company and spending time with me?
4. ____________Is spending quality time with friends important to me?
5. ____________Do I have strong, healthy relationships with friends and acquaintances?
6. ____________Do I feel good about myself?
7. ____________Am I pleased with my confidence level and self esteem?
8. ____________Am I doing well in school?
9. ____________Am I doing well in all my subjects at school?
10.____________Am I a respectful student with both peers and teachers?
11.____________Am I reaching my potential in all subject areas in school?
12.____________Am I content with my involvement in extra curricular activities at school?
13.____________Do I feel eating healthy is important to me?
14.____________Do I regularly make good food and beverage choices?
15.____________Do I get enough exercise?
16.____________Do I feel exercise is important?
17.____________Do I get enough sleep?
18.____________Am I happy with my appearance and my weight?
19.____________Do I have a healthy relationship with my parents?
20.____________Do I have a healthy relationship with my siblings and other family members?
21.____________Am I happy with the time and activities I do at home?
22.____________Do I respect the rights and feelings of others?
23.____________Am I respectful toward my environment? (Pets, nature, recycling)
24.____________Am I able to communicate with friends and family well?
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APPENDIX- September
ACTION FOR GOALS

Goals need plans of Action. When you set a goal, you often have to set many smaller goals
which are the action steps needed to reach the overall goal. This exercise helps you determine
the mini goals or action steps needed to reach the main goal.
Example:
I will learn to
play a musical
instrument
proficiently in
5 years

I will
determine
which
instrument I
would like to
play

I will find a
tutor/
teacher and
begin taking
lessons
weekly

I will
practice
daily for 60
minutes

In each box below, state a goal that is important to you and then identify the mini goals /
action statements needed
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APPENDIX- October
Personal Space Target Example
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APPENDIX- November
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APPENDIX - November
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APPENDIX - January
https://education.byu.edu/diversity/activities.html
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APPENDIX - January
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APPENDIX - May
Name

3 ways I could be more friendly are:
1.
2.
3.
3 ways I could be kinder are:
1.
2.
3.
What would you do?
1. If you saw somebody without a lunch?

2. If you saw somebody playing all by themselves at recess?

3. If somebody from your classroom was being picked on?
© http://worksheetplace.com
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APPENDIX - May
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